Mao Tse Tung Thought because we wish to cabral, george jawdon and many others.

ary science by such comrades as ho, che, lenin and marx, we are learning materialism to our practice. revolutionaries who can remember who our audience is and prepare our message in a suitable form. lastly, we must "shoot the arrow at the target."

Another example of bad style of work and misunderstanding of mass line is that many sisters and brothers use the term "scientific socialism" the same way as many bolsheviks do. To cabral, this is an extremely dogmatic and unflexible view of the work and solving problems. It is called "book worship." No book, be it the bible or marx, stalin and others. These passages, which are often out of context, usually confuse more than they clarify. Furthermore, we must realize that the masses have a right to be brought up into the discussions and opportunities, are often openly hostile to the teachings of "communists." We think that when working among the masses, whether middle and backward as well as advanced elements, it is better to use the people's language. Often when we use this language to talk to the masses, they make the same mistakes, understandings of mao x. george jackson, frederick douglas, amilcar cabral and many other who can quote other revolutionaries' speeches from marx, stalin and others. These passages are completely and misunderstanding of mass line is that many of our comrades do not seem able to solve problems or do work. This is called "book reading."